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“Accelerator History” in ATLAS

● Exploring the usage of accelerators 
for the ATLAS HLT began a decade 
ago

○ 2012: ID Trigger prototype 
(ATL-DAQ-PROC-2012-006)

○ 2015: Trigger GPU Demonstrator 
(ATL-COM-DAQ-2019-059)

○ 2019: GPU ID pattern-matching prototype 
(ATL-COM-DAQ-2019-173)

○ 2020: GPU trigger algorithm integration in 
AthenaMT

● Was deemed not viable for Run-3 
after all of the improvements with 
multi-threading
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/1450130
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2671881
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2693094


ATLAS’s Offline Accelerator Support

● In part due to the need of integrating 
previous GPU projects into the latest 
version of Athena, our Run-3 release does 
provide some GPU code support already

○ Though none of it is what I would consider 
production code, and we don’t really do any 
asynchronous execution of GPU code in 
AthenaMT in practice

● The previous study on executing GPU 
kernels asynchronously in AthenaMT 
(https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/202024505006) 
will be revived in some form at one point
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https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/202024505006
https://gitlab.cern.ch/atlas/athena/-/tree/master/Control/AthenaExamples


Calorimeter Simulation

● The GPU port of the ATLAS Fast 
Calorimeter Simulation is one of the 
most thoroughly tested for usage on 
different devices / architectures with 
different languages 
(ATL-COM-SOFT-2020-069)

○ Amongst others, the portability studies 
resulted in improvements to oneMKL 
(https://github.com/oneapi-src/oneMKL/pull/75)
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/2743910
https://github.com/oneapi-src/oneMKL
https://github.com/oneapi-src/oneMKL/pull/75
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2743910


Calorimeter Reconstruction

● One successful recent demonstrator 
was written for reconstructing clusters 
of energy deposits in the ATLAS 
calorimeters 
(https://indico.cern.ch/event/855454/c
ontributions/4605031/)

○ Will need some additional work to integrate 
it with the latest version of Athena, and any 
(asynchronous) framework developments 
we may do later on
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/855454/contributions/4605031/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/855454/contributions/4605031/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/855454/contributions/4605031/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/855454/contributions/4605031/


Track Reconstruction (1)

● A renewed R&D effort is happening at 
the moment to produce a demonstrator 
for reconstructing charged particle 
tracks in a “realistic setup”

○ The projects are on purpose staying away 
from “execution framework aspects” of the 
development (no MT testing for now)

● More details about the projects are 
available on:

○ https://indico.cern.ch/event/855454/contributio
ns/4605054/

○ https://indico.cern.ch/event/855454/contributio
ns/4605075/

○ https://indico.cern.ch/event/1073640/#3-parall
elisation-in-acts
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/855454/contributions/4605054/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/855454/contributions/4605054/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/855454/contributions/4605075/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/855454/contributions/4605075/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1073640/#3-parallelisation-in-acts
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1073640/#3-parallelisation-in-acts
https://github.com/acts-project/algebra-plugins
https://github.com/acts-project/algebra-plugins
https://github.com/acts-project/vecmem
https://github.com/acts-project/vecmem
https://github.com/acts-project/detray
https://github.com/acts-project/detray
https://github.com/acts-project/traccc
https://github.com/acts-project/traccc


Track Reconstruction (2)

● Significant work for this development 
was provided by one summer student 
and one technical student funded by 
Intel through OpenLab

● Very much a work in progress, which 
we hope will succeed in 
demonstrating that we can reasonably 
accelerate track reconstruction on a 
single GPU in a multi-threaded 
application

○ Still a lot of work to do for that!
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https://github.com/acts-project/traccc
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1073640/contributions/4515387/attachments/2404989/4113828/220309_Computer_Accelerator_forum.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1073640/contributions/4515387/attachments/2404989/4113828/220309_Computer_Accelerator_forum.pdf


Summary

● GPUs and FPGAs are actively being 
evaluated for being used during 
HL-LHC in the ATLAS HLT and offline 
reconstruction

○ In order to fit the experiment’s computing 
budget, we will very likely need to use 
accelerators

● Very active R&D is going on for track 
reconstruction on GPUs as part of the 
Acts project

○ Whose results will largely influence how we 
will handle GPUs in the experiment’s offline 
software in the long term
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https://acts.readthedocs.io/en/latest/


http://home.cern 
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